
Vitrium offers different solutions you can 
choose from depending on your particular 
workflows and distribution needs. 

Vitrium Pro: 
The DRM solution tailored to 
your specific needs!

Vitrium Security Pro: How It Works
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With Vitrium Security Pro, reap the full
benefits of Vitrium’s content protection software 
while keeping the process simple. 

Easily distribute protected content to authorized 
users, select different levels of protection & assign 
different permissions to different users or groups. 
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Upload Multiple Content Types 

Add Users & Create Groups

Use DRM to Protect Files 

Easily Distribute Protected Content

With Vitrium Pro:
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The Vitrium Process: Step By Step

Upload original files to the Vitrium Admin App 

Files are protected with AES encryption 

Output is a protected PDF or an HTML5 file 
accessible via our web viewer

Add users & groups manually or via CSV import

Choose your settings: watermarks, content 
settings, & DRM policy settings

Assign DRM policies to users & groups of users 

Choose your preferred method of distribution: 
via our user portal, or as a link in an email

All original & protected files stored by Vitrium
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The Vitrium Process: What Do You Get?

Have peace of mind knowing your content is secure

Gain confidence knowing your bottom line is protected

Feel relief knowing your IP won’t be tampered with

Feel satisfied knowing users don’t need plug-ins or apps

Feel pride knowing users will have an excellent journey

With Vitrium you get a robust & easy to use 
DRM software. Secure your content, share it 
with authorized users, and protect your 
bottom line!



Upload original files to the Vitrium Admin App 

Files are protected with AES encryption 

Output is a protected PDF or an HTML5 file 
accessible via our web viewer

Add users & groups manually or via CSV import

Choose your settings: watermarks, content 
settings, & DRM policy settings

Assign DRM policies to users & groups of users 

Choose your preferred method of distribution: 
via our user portal, or as a link in an email

All original & protected files stored by Vitrium
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The Vitrium Process: What Do You Get?

Whatever Vitrium solution you choose, we 
give you complete control over your digital 
content and the freedom to securely 
distribute it.

Strong protection & encryption of multiple file 
formats

Secure content distribution through a method of 
your choice

Seamless user access without plug-ins or apps 

Advanced tracking & analytics capabilities to get 
insight on your users and content 



Learn More Free Demo

Protect Your Content. Protect Your Business. 

About Vitrium

Vitrium delivers content protection and digital rights management 
(DRM) software to companies that need to protect their videos, 
documents, images, and audio files. 

With over a million end users worldwide and a range of solutions that 
empower businesses to protect, control, and distribute their content 
in different ways, Vitrium is the preeminent choice for businesses, 
government, educational institutions, and content providers across 
the globe.

Vitrium was the first DRM provider to focus on a “no plug-in, no 
proprietary apps” approach and this is still the #1 reason why 
customers choose Vitrium over other solutions.

https://www.vitrium.com/drm-solutions/vitrium-security-pro
https://www.vitrium.com/demo-request-decision-lp



